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Abstract- Thc format ion and reversion behavior of st ress induced orthorhombic marlensite (cz ") in 
Ti- IOV- 2Fe- JA I has been studied. and several interesting features found. Reversion appears to take 
place in four stages. First, there is an athermal reshearing of cz" back to the b.c.c. parent phase. which is 
accompanied by a sig nific~nt one-way shape memory effect between 1650 and 240' C. This athermal 
reversion competes with an isothermal stabilization of the cz" plates. Further heating resuits in the 
isothermal precipilation of x. which seems to reproduce the preferred o rie!ll ~tions of the previous cz", lind 
is thus IIlso accompanied by a shape memory effect: an isothcrmlll shape memory effect in the opposile 
direction as Ihe prccccding athermal shape change. The precipitation of a occurs on IWO microst ructural 
seales, extremely line x nucleat ing in the /1 matri~ on extant isothermal w part icles, and Ihe direct 
transformation of the unrcverted cz" plateS !O a. Finally, when heating is continued to the /l·lnnsu5 
temperalure, the a begins to dissolve back to the parent p. This fina l dissolution is accompanied by a 
texllIralloss in the a phasr. and consequently gives rise to several fina l Mshape adjustments-. tnc nature 
of which have not been fully explained. 

Rfsu mf-On a ewdie la format ion ct Ie comportement reversible de martensite orthorombique produite 
par des eontrainle5, dont OIl a trouve quelques aspcclS interessants.. II semble que la reversion a lieu en 
quatre etapes. Premierement, il y a un rccisai!lemenl athc:rmiquc de a· dans la phas-e originale b.c.c_ qui 
est accompagne par un considerable effet de memoire unidirectioncl entre 165· ct 240' C. Celie reversion 
athermique e51 en compelition avec une stabilizalion isothermique des lames de a·. La conlinuation du 
chauffcment produit III precipitatiOn iSOlhermique de 2:, qui semble rcproduirc les orientations preferen
tielles de la phase a· anterieure, el qui devient done accompagne par un effet de memoire. eel effet ci 
dans Ie seM oppose au precedenl effect athermique. La precipitation de 2 a lieu it deux niveaux 
mierostruelllreis. d'urlC part la nucleation de cz eJlt rement fine dans la matriee p, aux parLicules fJJ 

pre-cxiStanlCS, el d'autre part la Iransformation directe des mmes 2 · pas changees, en cz. Finalemem. si 
ron continue Ie chauffcmenl jusqa'a la temperatu re p-Iransus.. cz commence a se dissoudre de nouvean au 
{I enlouranl. Celie dissolution finale est accompagnce par unc perle de tex ture Ii. la phase cz. et par 
consequence produit quelques Mmises an point'" de forme finales, dont III na ture n'l pas encore tte 
complclemcnl cxpliquee. 

Zusammcnfassung_ Die Untcrsuchung def Bildung und Rilckumwandlung des spannungsinduzierten. 
orthorhombischen Martcnsit (cz ' ] in Ti- 10V-2Fc-3AI erbraehle einige interessante Ergebnisse. Demnach 
erfolgt die Rilckbildung in vier Stufen. Der erste Schrill ist die athermische RUckscherung des x" %ur 
r~umuntrierten Ausgangsphase ({JI. beglcitct von einem betracht lichen Einweg-Formgediichtniseffekt 
zwischen 165· llrld 240"C. Diese athermischc RUckbildung verliiuft in Konkurrcnz mit einer isothermen 
Siabili~iefung der (J"-Lamel1en. Weitercs AuTheiun bewirkt cine isothermische An5scheidung def 
1-Ph:,se. die die bc\'on;ugte Orientierung des vormaligen x" lU rcproduzieren seheint und daher beglcitet 
wi,d von einem isothcrmen Formgedachtniseffekt in entgegengeselZler Richtung zum vorh t rgehenden 
alhermischen Gedtichtniseffekl . Die Ausscheidung von (J findet statt auf zwei mikrostruklurellen GrOsse
nebenen: eXlrem feine x·Ausschcidungcn. die die isot hermen w-Tei lchen ersetun und direkte Umwan
dlung der nichl-rliekgebJldctell I);"-Lamellen ill cz_ Wird sehliesslich das Aufheizen bis zur {I-Transus
Tempera tur fongc:selll, beginnt sich die cz-Phase in die .8-HoehlemperalUrphase auflul6scn. Dureh dicsc 
AuflOsung gehl die TClltur der a- Phase verlorcn. was folglicb zu versehiedenen. abschlieucnden - For
manpa55ungen" Anla55 gibl. defen !'Iatur noeh niehl vollstandig verstanden iSI. 

INTRODUCTION 

Stress induced, or st ress assisted, martensitic trans

format ions have now been reported in a broad range 

o f experimental and commercial t itanium alloys. 

Early studies o r the structural na ture of these marten

sites indicated a var iety o f possible structures. includ

ing h.c.p. [I , 2], b.c.c. [3], and the hexagonal omega 

structure [4]. More recent studies, however. indicate 

that these stress induced phases are generally orthor

hombic [5-8). Williams (9), in fact. has concluded 

that a ll stress induced martensites are orthorho mbic. 

(designated 0:"). and that t hese earlier st ructural iden

t ifica tions were based on experimental techniques of 

insufficient accuracy to resolve the orthorhombic 

structure. 

2161 
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Athermal orthorhombic marlensites. meaning mar

tensi tes precipitating on quenching without the aMist

ance of an external stress. have also been reported in 
a variety of Ti alloy systems [6. 10-16]. Allhougtt 

detailed studies of the struclUre of these marlensites 
have been largely hampered by thin foi l relaxation 

effeets (11), there 3re some "'ell·founded conclusions 

one can draw from the literature. As the stabili ty of 

the transformina matrix is inc r e~ . either chemically 

or by heat treatment, there is an increasing tendency 

to form the orthorhombic struclUre in preference to 

the hexagonal structure, the cut-off in Ihe Ti-Mo s~

tern, for exam pie. being 4 wt% Mo [9, II, 14]. The 

orientation relationship between the original II and 

Ihe sheared ot ort horhombic phase has been estab

lished approximately as 

(1I O)~ U (OO I) . .. 

[ ll ll . n [ lOll. " 

Transformation strains from thc {J-a" transform

ation scem to be accommodated primarily by internal 
twinning on the {III }._ planes, in contrast to the hex

agonal marten$itcs which Icnd to exhibit a heavily 

damaged internal structure. In alloy systems exhibit

ing compositionally invariant decompositions of II 
into both the 'X" and the w structures. it has not been 

determined with any certainty what the correlation 

between the two new phases is. though it has been 

speculated (1) that the w particles could be sheared 

along with the surrounding II into the new a." struc-
ture. 

Several modes of reversion, or tempering. have 

been reported to exist in athermal a. ~ (not stress 

induoed~ and have been reviewed by many 
aut hors [9. II, 12). The exact mechanics of the rever

sion process seem to be dcpendent on the detai ls of 

the alloy system being studied. Bagariatskii [14], for 

example. reported a solute enrichment of a." coinci

dent with imernal a. precipitat ion, eventually leading 

to decomposi tion to the equilibrium a. + II structure. 

Wi11iams and Hick man [10] reported the precipi

tation of fine Cl needies wi thin the aW plates in a 

Ti-4% Mo-O.25% Si lI 11oy. In the commercial 
Ti-6-2-4-6 alloy, Young er al. [ I S] have reported a 

loss of orthorhombicity coupled with the homo

geneous precipitation of Burger's oriented a as being 

the first step of reversion. Davis I.'r al. [12, 13] have 

reported a spinodal decomposition of the a.- platts in 

a variety of Ike Ti- Mo compositions. Finally. in 
alloys with M, temperatures near room temperature 

(as is Ihe case wilh systems exhibiting stress induced 
tran srorma ti ons~ the ,.- plates ha ve been thought 10 

form fJ by an athermal reshearing mechanism [9.16]. 

Baker (6] has studied the reversion behavior of a 

deformed Tt-35 wt% Nb al1oy, and found that the 
reversion of a.- to p was associated with a shape 

memory effect. What made this observation some

what unique is that the parent II phase was not 
ordered. Ordering of the parent phase (as is fou nd in 

NiTi and the JI-brass memory alloys) had been 
thought to be one of the prime prerequisi tes of a 

shape memory effect [11. 18]. The benefit of having an 

ordered parent, or austenitic, phase is that the mar
tensite gives preference to reversion 10 the original 

austenite variant. since only the original austenite 
variant restores the crystal ordering as it was prior to 

deformation. 

The metastable fJ-T i alloy Ti- IOV- 2Fe-3A I is a 

commercial al10y in which the Bee p structure is 
sufficiently stabilized by Fe and V additions to allow 

the high temperature P phase to be completely 

retained during a rapid quench from the al1oy's 800"C 
fJ-transus temperature. The stability of the alloy is 

insufficient, however, to prevent it from martensi ti· 

cally decomposing when II sufficient external stress is 

applied [7]. A previous study of this stress assisted 

transformation confirmed that the martensitic struc

ture was orthorhombic. lind that the stress needed to 

induce the transformation was about 250 MPa (1]. 

The purpose of this paper will be to report on the 

unusual reversion behavior of the stress induced 

products of this altoy, and to discuss the attendant 

shape memory effects [ 19). A later paper wilt discuss 

the effects of the stress aMisted transformation on 
various mechanical properties, emphasizing crack 

growth studies. 

EXPER IMENTAL 

Although six heats of material were investigated in 

this study, the material used for the majority of the 

work was a commercial heat of Ti- IOV- 2Fe-3AI 

obtained from Reactive Melals Incorporated. The 

Chemistry of the heat was reported by the mellers as: 

Element 

Weighl 
per c:cnt 

VAt FeN c o 

9.3 3.2 1.8 om 0.03 0.082 Lalanc:c 

The p-transus temperature of the primary material 

ingot was metallosraphical1 y determ ined as 800°C. 

The starting condition of al1test material in this study 

was obtained by {J soiution treating and water 
quenching the as-received conditioned ingot. Solution 

treatment was done by heat treating at 8SO"C for 

30 min in either argon or in evacuated quartz cap
sules. Specimens were wrapped in zirconium foi l dur

ing solution treatment to minimize oxidation, and 

spedmen shapes were always machined prior to sol· 

ut ion trealment \0 elim inate residual machining 
stresses. 

Specimens were prepared for optical microscopy 

and X·ray analysis by electropolishing at room tern· 

perature in a 94% methanol + 5";' sulfuric acid + 1% 

hydrofluoric acid solution. Thin roils for transmission 

eieenon microscopy were thinned in a 95"/0 metha· 

nol + 5% sulfuric acid solution at - we. The clec-
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tron microscopy itself was done with a JOEL 2lXK:'X. 

The X-ray tests were done on a modified Siemens 

diffraction goniometer using Cu- K. 1 rad iation. All 
X-ray intensities reported in Tables I and 2 are nor
malized to the integrated peak heights of all shown 

peaks. Hot stage X-ray diffraction experiments were 

performed in an aluminum holder capable of heating 

a 7 mm d iameter cylindrical specimen to .3()(fC in less 

than 3 min, and hold ing the set temperature to within 

3°C. A silicon single crystal was used as the front face 

of the holder to elim inate the extraneous re fl cctions 

from the holder, and to provide sharp calibration 

peaks. Neutron diffraction was used to supplement 
the X-ray tests since neutrons sample a much larger 

volume than do X-rays. and early tests showed that 

X-ray results were extremely sensitive to surface prep

arat ion. Neutron diffraction specimens were 15mm in 

diameter, 30m m in height, and were tested with the 

tensile axis perpendicular to the beam d irection. Test
ing was done at the Institu! ~lir Reaktortcchnik in 

WUrenljngen, Switzerland. using neutron wavelengths 

of 2.335 A. 
Tensile strains were measured via clip·gauges dur

ing deformation, and monitored during reversion by 

ei ther a d ilatometer, or by measuring the migration of 

scribe marks with an optical measuring microscope. 

Two dilatomctcrs wcre used in this work. For the 
lower temperalUres, a Netzch dilatometer modified to 

improve low temperature accuracy was used with a 

heating rate of 8°C per minute: for higher tempera
tures. II Cluesentr dillltomeler with heating rates or 
JOC per min was used. In both cases, heating was 

done in a protective atmosphere. 

RESULTS 

The results of this investigation are presented below 
in five parts: the solution treated condition, the mar

tensitic condition, martensi te reversion and the shape 

memory effect, the reversion to alpha and isothermal 

reverse memory, and finally, the reversion of alpha 

back to bela. 

Tilt solution trttllttl condition 

Of the six heats ofTt-10-2-J that were examined in 

this st udy, only one showed any e:Yidence at all of a 

marte:nsi tic transformation afte:r quenching from the 

solution treatment temperature, There are, however, 

two stipulations to this statement: firstly. the 

quenched specimens had 10 be kept quite thin 50 that 

quenching strains were minimized, and 5«:ondly, the 

specimens had to be elc:ctropolished to eliminate 

stresses which can occur during mechanical polishing. 

If either of these conditions were violated, a partially 

martensitic microstructure was found. Figure la 

shows a typical completely retained fJ microstructure; 

the uains are equiaxed, without a substructure, and 

are slUdded wit h small inclusions which appear to be 

based on a Ti .. P compound (20). The material heat 
which did show some evidence or athermal or 

• . . '. '. 

.-.-. ..-:\ ' . ' .... "" .. 
" .. ' '.' /, .: '; :'.;: . 

.. ... 

'. " 

""-

,.' .. '. , , 

.... 

.' • • I.,. 
., .'.' - '-., .-

Fig.. 1. Microstructure or the ft solut ion treated and 
quenched material. (altypicai optical micrograph. (b) ath
ermal martensile on grain boundaries. and Ie) dark field or 

the ",thermal w. 

quenching martensite showed only inconsistent 

patehes of martensite, preferentially residing at the 

grain boundaries, as i11ustrated in Fig. lb. 

Transmission Electron Microscopy (TE M) showed 

that all heats contained very fine dispersions of ather

mal w parlic1es (designated w"J. The particles, as 

shown in Fig. Ie. were JO to 25 A in diameter, irregu

la rly shaped, and were accompa nied by sneak ing on 

the: < III > planes of the reciprocal latt ice (20). In the 
one ingot in which athermal martensite: was found 
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Table L Neutron and X-ray diffraction results for live different conditions ofTi-l0V- 2Fc- 3Al 

p-ST + quenched + 2% Deformation + Heating to 250"C + Heating 10 460"C + Heating to 620'C 

, 
Plane 2sinO fA' " 

, 
" 

, 
(I) 

I, I , 
Plane Plane Plane 2sinB Til Plane 2sinB I,v (2) (3) (4) lsinO I ~ , I , 

1 " 
2sinO I" I, 

1 " 
I , 

1 " 
I , f_1I 

," 
2.57 ," 

2.57 ," , , 0 
110 110 5 8 110 2.56 2 

020 
2.54 4 3 7 

020 
2.539 4 13 C 

m 

'" 
," '" " 2.45 4 2.45 55 2.45 4 

, 
2.32 l2 20 10 

, 
2.336 8 16 9 Cl 020 020 020 002 002 , 

'" 2.32 4 
," 

2.32 
," P 2.28 42 3 35 P 2.277 43 46 33 

0 

002 002 002 II I III 
~ 

P (5) P P , , ~ 

2.29 J6 J4 JJ 2.29 37 12 14 2.28 70 40 61 2.23 35 6J 37 2.132 35 24 i9 ~ III III III III III " m ," ," ," , , ~ 

2.25 14 20 , 2.24 44 25 16 2.24 10 50 24 1.72 , 4 3 1.119 4 J 5 ~ 

III III III li2 112 

'" ," '" 
p p z 

2.18 ) , 2.[7 3 7 2.17 4 2 L6 1 [ 4 4 14 0 
021 021 021 200 200 C 

" '" 
," _1.71 9 '" 

, 
1.47 5 

, m 

112 
1.72 

112 
5 

112 
1.72 to 2 2 

200 200 
1.467 6 ) 0 

'" ," ," a-phase a-phase 
~ 

1.69 2 1.68 1.68 to 2 > 
022 022 022 a _ 2.93 b = 5.08 c = 4,67 (l = 2,933 b = 5.078 c _ 4.671 " ~ p p p B-phase 8-pbase m 

1.62 7 1.62 4 z 
200 200 200 a = 3.22 b = 4.55 c _ 4.55 a _ 3.221 b = 4.556 c = 4.556 ~ 

'" ," ," ~ 
1.51 1.51 5 J6 1.50 2 2 m 

200 200 200 

'" 1.44 2 ," 
1.44 4 5 ," 

1.43 
(I) Indexed in orthorhombic coordinates. 

130 130 130 (2) Measured d-spacing in Angstroms. 
t:("-phase t:(" -phase rx" -phase (3) Neutron intensity (..1. _ 2.335 A). 

a _ 3.01 h = 4.91 c = 4.63 a = 3.01 b = 4.9 1 c _ 4.63 a _ 3.01 h '"' 4.91 c = 4.63 (4) X- ray intensities normal and parallel to tensile direction. 

8-phase Q-phase 8-phase 
(5) Would be indexed as (110) in b.c.c. indexing system. 

a _ 3.24 b _ 4.58 c = 4.58 a = 3.24 b = 4.58 c = 4.58 a _ 3.22 b _ 4.55 c _ 4.55 
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Fig. 2. Typical 5tTeSS-Slrain curve for as-quenc::hed 
Ti- IOV- 2Fe-3AI. 

optically, the martensite could no t be observed by 

T EM due to the thin foil re laxation problems de

scribed elsewhere (21). 

Both X.ray diffraction and neulron d iffract ion were 

used to measure the latt ice parameter of the reta ined 

p phase; the ~bes t fit" value was determined as 3.24 A. 
No indications of the hexagonal Cl or Cd phases were 

found by these techniques. These diffraction results 

a re summarized wit h the results from other con

ditions in Table L O ne should no te that a ll phases are 

indexed as orthorhombic in Table l. The reason for 

this should become clear upon reading the "Discus

sion" section of this paper. The apparent ly high «" 

content shown in Table I is presumed due to quench

ing strains, since the specimens were quite large. 

Specimens in the as-quenched condition were 

cooled in a d ilatometer to see whether martensite 

could be formed . No deviation from the normal linear 

contraction of the J1 phase could be observed down to 

temperatures of - 1700C, which represents the lowest 

temperature which the equipment can measure. In the 

one case where athermal martensite was observed, a 

specimen was also heated in the dilatometer to 2OO"C, 

. 00 

1\ 
\ 

0 

-\ 

: 
• . " 
! . 
r 
~ 4 00 

• • 
~ 

~ .. ~ /-

' 00 
-200 -100 

Fig. 3. Triuering 

"t ' -./ 

o 100 

remperOlu,. . ·C 

stress plolted as a 
temperature. 

• 

~ 

'00 '" 

funct ion of 

Fig. 4. MicrostruCture lifter :ZO;. pilistic deformation. 

again without deviation from linearity. These results 

imply, then, that the volume fraction of alhemwl mar

tensite cannO! be affected by temperature changes 

between - l7rJ' and 200"c. 

Stress induced nwrtenslu 

Tensile specimens tested in the solut ion treated and 

quenched condition a ll exhibited a "strain p l ateau~ 

(shown in Fig. 2). The st ress required to induce this 

strain plateau will be henceforth referred to as the 

~ tr igger in g stress", and will be defined as the intersec

tion of the elastic modulus tangent and the tangential 

extension of the strain plateau slope (as illustrated in 

Fig. 2). Triggering stresses ranging from 180 to 

450 MPa were found depending upon which heat was 

being tes ted. The heat showing the minimum average 

trigger ing stress, with a mcan value of 220 MPa, was 

the heat which exhibited occasional evidence of ather

mal martensi te. Over 30 specimens from this heat 

were pulled in th is study, with triggering stresses 

ranging from 180 to 280 MPa. Since martensite was 

more easily induced in this heat than in the ot hers. 

this heat was chosen as the primary heat in the shape 

memory and revenion studies reported below. 

Tensile tests were also conducted at temperatures 

o ther than 20"C, and the tr iggering strcss plo tted as a 

fu nction of temperature. The results (Fig. 3) show a 

distinct minimum triggering stress at -2WC. 

Investigations of mierostructures afier a few per

cent deformation confi rmed that martensite had been 

formed during the deformation. as is shown in Fig. 4. 

Extensive attempts were made to study the martensi te 

by TEM ; unfortuna tely these a ttempts were largely 

unsuccessful due to the reversion of the martensite 

during the thinning process. Although some manen-
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Fig. S. Dilatometer output showing shape memory recov
cry .fIcr a tens ile deformalion of 2.4% with a hUling rate 

of sec per min. 

site phues did survive thinning and were photo. 

graphed. they are not shown here. EKamples are 

shown elsewhere [1]. but since: the plates which are 
observable aficr thinning are atypical (the majoril), 

revert) one must question the statistical value of 

studying the plates in :In)' detail. Athcrmal w" was 

uniformly found in the thin foils, but it should be 

pointed OUI thaI this is not proof Ihal w" existed 

inside the martensilic plates prior to thin foil thin

ning; the w .. may have precipilaled during thinning 

after the martensite refers ion. One observation which 

would seem valid. however. is that ( III) {1I2} (1 

twins were formed in the matrix during deforma· 
tion (7). 

Both X-ray and neutron diffraction confirmed that 
the martensi tic structure was orthorhombic (desig
nated (t ~ ) and that arter 2.5% strain. the (1 - «- trans
formation was incomplete. The :r: ~ lanice parameters 
were determined as 

a _ 3.01 " 

b . 4.90A 

c • 4.63 A. 

X-ray tests were conducted with the beam direction 

Fig. 6. 
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8 

, 

, 

o .a 

j 
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V 
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PeKent shupe rccovery as a fu nction of heating ra te 
afler l S7. lensile derorm;u ion. 

I ..'~ , 
1(/ • 

~ , ~ 
I , 

l 1\ , 

'V . ~ 

00 , , • • • 
Ternl ... roin. % 

Fig. 7. Per cenl shape recovery ploued as a runction or 
initial tensile su ain, with Mating done in mollen sail. 

bot h parallel to and perpend icular to the tensile axis. 
As one should expect, the peak intensities were nota· 
bly different in these two directions (see Table I). 

Mar/ t Illite relJtrsiolt and Ihe shape memory effect 

Gauge length sections were CUI out of several 
deformed tensile specimens and heated in a dilat
ometer to 2SO"C at a ra te of 8 ~ C per minute, while 
continuously measuring length changes. Du ring heat
ing the specimens were fou nd to contract to their 
lengths prior to deformation fo llowing the strain- tem
perature path shown in Fig. 5. Henceforth, the tem
perat ure at which a specimen begins to recover its 
shape prior to deformation will be termed the austen

itic Slart temperature (A.>. and the temperature at 
which the recovery is completed will be lermed the 
austenitic fi nish (A,.); bot h values 8re defined by a 
tangent construction. as shown in Fig. 5. A statistical 
survey of over 30 specimens resulted in an average A. 

value of 166*C and an A, value of 241*C, though a 
large scatter was noted. After heating to 25O'C. the 
elemenlS were cooled down while monitoring the 
strain. The shape recovered during healing was found 
to be permanent wilh very lillie, if any, two·way or 
reverse shape change occurring during cooling.. 

The magnitude of the shape recovery, or shape 

memory effect. was found 10 be dependent on both 

0 

0 

. ~ 

• < 1\ 
• 
§ o. 

--. 
'" , 
-

! 

• 

l ~ 
o '00 >00 

T,mptlOIUlt, · C 

Fig. S. Results or hot Siage X'T3y diffraclion work showing 
the (Ialive inl(nsily ratio or lhe (I~.( III ) and lhe P-( I IO) 
reneclions IS a fu nction or lemperalure ; original ddorma-

tion was lV';" 
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Table 2. Comparison of X·ray spectrums Ifter helting in a dition, and thus it was possible to examine the mar-
salt bath and in a furnace. tensile via TEM. Figures 9b and c respectively show 

Planet 2sin8/.i.t I (saJt)§ 

a" (110) 2.57 
P( 1I 1) 2.28 93 
a" (111) 2.24 
P (200) 1.59 7 

t Plane indices in orthorhombic system. 
t Measured d·spacing in Angstroms. 
§ Intensities after rapid heating to 275"C. 
, In tensities after slow heating to 21S"C. 

I (ai r)'l 

4 
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heating rate and the magnitude of the original tensile 

strain. The dependence upon heating rate was 

measured by fi xing the tensile strain at 2.5% and 

changing the dila tometer heating rate (Fig. 6). rrhe 
most rapid heating rate shown in this figure was 

obtained by measuring specimen length before and 
after immersion into a 25O"C salt bath.} The results 

demonstrate that the maximum memory effect is 

obtained by heating as rapidly as possible. The 

influence of initial strain on the completeness of shape 

recovery was measured by choosing the fastes t poss
ible heating rate (immersion in salt) and varying the 

tensile strain. The results (Fig. 7) show that perfect 

recovery is possible after strains of 3% or less; above 

5%, the memory effect d isappears quite quickly. 

Mter heating in the dilatometer to 250°C and cool· 

ing, some of the deformed tensile gauge sections were 

sectioned for analysis. X.ray diffraction showed that 

both the fj and the:J.~ phases were still present (Table 

I), but Ihat the f reflections were not as strong as 

they were prior to heating. Again no signs of the IX or 

the w structures were found. Neutron d iffraction gave 

similar results. H OI stage X.ray d iffraction work was 

done to verify that the structure after cooling from the 

di latometer temperature is indeed the same as that 

prior to cooling. The refl ec tions at 250°C were essen
tiaBy identica l to those after cooling, and thus it can 

be inferred that no transformlt tion was occurring dur

ing cooling. Figure 8 shows some of the results of 

these hot stage experiments. Here the intensit ies of the 

fj and the IX ~ peaks are plotted as a funct ion of tem· 
perature. Note that the shape of the curve is quite 

similar 10 that produced by the dilatometer, shown in 
Fig. g. 

To help understand the role of heating rate on 

reversion and shape memory, two specimens of a heal 

showing no IX- in the fj-ST ed and quenched condition 

were deformed and then heated to 275°C, one in a sa lt 
bath. and the other in a box furnace. The speci mens 

were then sectioned and X.rayed. T he results. shown 

in Table 2 clearly demonstrate that the IX· -0 P rever

sion is severely hindered by slowly heating to A,. 

Optical microscopy verified that a martensitk 

structure was still present and that the reversion of rI' 
to P was largely incomplete (Fig. 9a). Thin foil relax

ation was not as prevalent as in the undeformed con-

dark: field images of the a:' and fj phases. T he micro
structure appeared to consist of lamellae al ternating 

between Ii' and 11. The rz ~ shown in Fig. 9b had u 

str iated internal st ructure, while the modu lations in 
the {J plates were shown to arise from isothermal w 

precipitation (shown more clearly in Fig. 9d). 

Reversion to IX and isothermal reverse memOry 

Instead of cooling after reaching 250"C, some speci

mens were left in the dilatometer and healed further. 

A typical stra in- temperature result is shown in F ig. 

10. As is shown, there is a reverse shape memory moVt'

men! during the continucd heat ing. In order to deter
mine whether or not this reverse memory effect was 

isothermal or at hermal, some isothermai liging experi

ments were conducted. Gauge lengt hs from deformed 
tensile specimens were removed and placed in 45O"C 

salt for various times ranging from to to 50,0005. 

Specimen lengths were measured with a micrometer 

before and after immersion. The result ing aging 

curves are shown in Fig. I I. A large recovery of the 

original undeformed shape was observed during the 

first las; further aging resulted in a part ial recovery 

of the defonned shape roughly fonowing an erf(ij 

type of behavior. The magnitude of the original strain 
was also crit ical- specimens strained less than 2"/0 
showed a permanent one-way effect (no reverse move

ment), and specimens strained above 5% showed no 

one-way effect and no reverse movement. Another 

very important point can be made by comparing Figs 

10 and II. The rate of heating to the aging tempera

ture is apparently important; the slower heating rates 

of the d ilatometer (Fig. 10) produced larger reverse 

recovery effects than were fou nd when the same strain 

level was tested by rapidly heat ing in a salt pot (Fig. 

I I). 

After hcat ing in a dilatometer to 460°C, a specimen 

was removed, cooled quickly, and sectioned for dif

fract ion stud ies and metallography. X-ray analysis 

showed an entirely p plus IX structure, as is shown in 

Table I. Optically, the microstruct ure appears to be 
quite similar to that found afler 250°C, except that the 

volume fractio n of coarse plates is lower (Fig. 12a). 

Finding the coarse 0: plates by TEM was dilflCult in 

this condition. Plates that were round appeared simi

lar to that shown in Fig. 9b and c. The fine omega 

structure was still observed. but now mixed with very 

fine, highly acicular IX plates (Fig. 12b). 

Reversioll 0/ tire a back to {J 

When dilatometer heating was cominued past 

450' C, several more shape adjustments were observed 

(Fig. 13). In order to make sure that the d ilatomelcr 

was operating correctly and that these adjustments 

were, in fact , real, a specimen was deformed in com· 

pression and tested in exactly the same manner. The 

curves ror both deformation senses are shown in Fig. 
13-lhe heavy line being the tension curve and the 
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Fig. 9. Microsiruciure of 1~2 - l afler ddormalioll and subsequent slow hCilling to 250"C. Shown aft an 
(ll oplicaJ micrograph. (b) TEM micrograph dark field using a !t"-(II n reflection. te) dark field TEM 
microgl'llph of the same arta using a P-tI IO) refl.ection. and (d) dark field showing isothermal w p'lrIicles.. 

lighter line being lhe compression curve. The magni

tude of Ihe various shape adjustmcnls are nOI the 
same since the tension specimen was originally longer 

2 .0 

" '\ 
\ 

\ 
I-

I 

/ 
'.0 

/ 
\...... 

'00 200 400 

Temperalure, ·C 

Fig. 10. DilalOmtler output iIIustraling Ihe: one·way shape 
memory effect and the reverse two-way memory effect: 

hell iing ratc was Joe per min. 

Ihan the compression specimen. but bolh the senses 

and Ihe temperatures of the various shape adjust

ments were quile reproducible. 

• f'... 
, 

,\ 
V 

, . 

I I 
o "' 

M>OO ",000 K>OOOO 

Time at 450 ·C •• 

Fig. I L i.\()lhumal alin, curves showi", the isothermal 
nature or the reverse memory effect at several strain levels. 
The first da ta point ( .. ncr 10 sl represents the U$ual one
way effect and perhaps the earliest part or the reverse 

effect. 
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Fig. 12. Microstructure after slowly healing to 460' C. 
§hown (al optically. and (bl by a TEM dark field of ovcr· 

lapping 0: and w reftections. 

One specimen was rcmoved from the di latometer 

for microscopic analysis when a temperature of 650' C 
was achieved. The micrOSlruclure was found to be 

fJ + 2 , with the (t being emirely in t ilt: form of ex

tremely fine plalelets visible optically only as modu

lations. Since coarse 2 plates could nOI be found via 

T EM. the pi!Hes shown in Fig. 14 are assumed to be 
only p.twins. X-ray analysis showed sharp p + CII re-

" 

" • in 1.0 

100 200 300 .00 ~ 600 100 IlOO 

T .... I*"CI!u ••• ·c 

Fig. ]3. Dilatomctcr outputs after tensile (heavy line) and 
compressive (narrow line) deformations: the strain scale 

corresponds only to tIM: tensile curve, 

Fig.. 14. Optical micrograph showing micrOSlfuCIUrt after 
deformation (2.5".) and slowly heating to 62O'C, 

flections [Table I) wit h tlie reflections being much 

narrower than those previously found. 

DlSCuSSrQN 

The results presented in the previous section are 

best understood when both the b.c.c. and the h.c.p. 
structures are visualized by alternate. bUI fully equiv. 

alent. representations; more specifically. the b.c.c. 

structure should be visualized by II face centered 
tetragonal cell , and the h.c.p. structure by an ortho

rhombic symmetry. The equivalence of these ' thought 

transformations' is illustrated in Fig. 15. Throughout 

the discussion which follows, both the (t and p phases 

will be referred to and notated in terms of these alter· 
nate structural cells unless specifically nOted ot her

wise. As a fur ther simplification. the fl phase will be 

referred 10 as "orthorhombic", even though iI can be 

reduced to a tetragonal symmetry by virtue of its two 

equallall ice parameters. The validity and the value of 

these representations are. to some extent, pointed out 

by considering the Burger's a-p orientation relation· 
ship 

(11O)t<·<,. (0CKl1)"'·' ''' 

[111 ]~· ·~·1 [ 11 20~·'''' (approximate~ 

These same transformations, when expressed in terms 
of the proposed orthorhombic repre!elltal;olrs become 

simply 

(OOI), . (001). 

(110), I [1101 (approximate). 

Indeed the Burger's fJ -00: transformation itself can be 

visualized now as a simple adjustment of the p orth-
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.r 7"> o • 

T 0 0 

0 • 0 

• 0 . : • 0 

1: 
.. , .... 
, . " ~ 

" ' 

8-PHA.SE a-PHA.SE 

I e 3 . 24 C,a -9.9'r.-iI> aa 2 .92 

b- 4 .58 0 - ~ . +IO ... ,,- ~ b· 5 .05 

c _ " . 58 ,\<:<t;.._ (1 - +3.1"- --i!" c- " .61 , " .... .,. 
~ ~'\. a ~ -PHASE 
" . .... +,:::.. 

"{-"of ~a . 3 .01 

\ ba 4 .9 1 

ce 4.63 

Fig. I S. Orthorhombic representations or the 01 and {J 
phlses. TI'Ie original h.c-p. and b.c.c. slfuctures are depicted 
by narrow lines and open circles. while tl'le orlhorhombic 
cell$ art depicted by heavy lines and closed circles. The 
Janice paramettfS and lanice Sirains of lhe orthorhombic 
cell$ were mcasured via X· ray dilrraction except in the case 
of Ihe :I·phase. where the parameters were calculated 
assuming no chlnge in speci llc volume during the {J .... IX 

transformalion. 

orhombic structure ; in Ihe ideal case. with no change 

in specific volume, this transformation consists of the 

following cell distort ions 

a, ..... a, 

b, - J2a, - b. - J3a. 
c, _ J2tJ,--c, _ 1.59a, 

with the following atomic shuffles 

(0.0,0), - (0.0.01. 

(a/2.b/2.01, - (a" />".Ol. 

(Ob/2,c/2),- (0,2b/3,c/2), 

(a{2.0,c/2), ..... (afl.bl6,c/2) •. 

Following this system of thought, the orthorhombic 

structure can easily be visualized as an incomplete 

progression of the fJ ..... IX reaction. or as a compromise 

structure-an ort horhombic structure with lanice 

parameters lying between those of IX and fl. par· 

ameters which do not permit the cell to be reduced to 

a higher o rder of symmetry as is the case with IX and 

{1. One can express th is in another way by stating that 

fhl! laf/ ice Sfrains «( II (2 and () needed foform rhe IX 

SlrllClllre from {1 are idemical in sense bill larger in 

mtlgllifude IluJ/I tlze SfrailU needed 10 form IX ~. This 

point is numerically made clear by Fig. 15. 

With the above background, the results presenled 

in the previous section will be discussed. For the sake 

of symmetry, the discussion will be subdivided as in 

the previous section. 

The solution !reattel SIrUClUre 

The M, line on most beta stabil ized phase d iagrams 
is quite steep al room temperature (see. for 

example. (13)~ Thus it becomes proper to talk in 

terms of a critical compositional limit for martensi te 

fo rmation. The a lloying elemcnts present in 

Ti - I ~2 -3 would seem to place the a lloy just to the 

right of that limit; so close, in fa ct, that exceptional 

care in sample preparation was necessary to prevent a 

stress·assisted surface decomposition of /1 to a, •. One 

of the heats used in this study showed martenSite at 

the grain boundary even when extensive precautions 

were taken to preserve the quenched fJ structure. 

Clustering of martensite at the grain boundaries such 

as is shown in Fig. lb could be due to the accommo· 

dat ion of quenching stra ins. or more simply, due to 

the enhancement of nude at ion llt the grain bou ndary. 

Stre55 induced martellsite 

Stresses of only 220 M Pa were necessary to induce 

the !1 - a." martensite reaction. Based on Fig. IS, one 

can see that the fJ to IX· transformation is ac

companied by lattice strains in the three principallat

tice d ire<:t ions of ( , - -7.1"' .. (1 - +7.2% and 
(,) _ + 1.1%. Since the specific volumes of the IX~ and 

the /1 structu res are identical, an applied stress simply 

stabilizes those martensite variants which best accom· 

modate the applied stress. As an example. we can 

consider a tensile test . Jf. a fter deformat ion. one were 

to look at the crysta l planes on a c ross section per

pendicula r to the tensile axis. one would expect to see 

no (200),- planes after the deformation since (, is 

negative during the /1- IX
w 

adjustment . Similarly. one 

would expect quite strong reflections from the (020).

planes. since t:1 increases d ur ing the transformation 

and is thcreby stabilized by a tensile s tress. With the 

beam direction perpendicular to the tensile axis, one 

would expect to see plane reflections whose normals 

undergo negative lattice strains (such as the (200),_ 

a nd the (101).- planes), and to see only very weak 

refle<:tions from planes whose normals undergo posi

tive stra ins (such as the (020),. and (022),. planes). 

Although a more elact prediction of a deformed 2-

telture is complicated by the init ial material telture, 

the reader should confirm the validity of the above 

predictions by examining the intensi ty varia tions in 

the 2% deformed material shown in the second div· 

ision of Table I . 

Unfortunately thin foil relaxation effects prevented 

a detai led study of the internal martensite structure. 

One should no te, however. that WA was Observed. 

Although it cannot be stated with confidence that the 

wA was present wi thin, or even along with, the a,w. it is 

clear that the WA was prescnt prior to the deforma

t ion. Thus the a
W 

structure was formed from /1 + wA • 

not JUSt fl. There a re two obvious ways for this to 

occur. The fi rst is if the w" particles are d issolved 

before the IX ~ interface advances through the P + W A 

m atrix, and the second is if the part icles can be 
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sheared along with the fJ directly into the a ~ structure. 

Unfortunately we have no direct evidence for ei ther. 

The extremely large d iscrepancy between A, 

(166°C) and M, (below -1700q may be indicative of 
a high act ivation energy for the movement of the (l" 

interface. But perhaps more to the point is the un· 

usual tr iggering stress 'IS temperature plot shown in 

Fig. 3. An increase in triggering stress wit h increasing 

temperature is expected, since the martensite is 

becoming continuously less stable and more difficult 

to stress ' induce'. What is more unusual, is the sharp 

Stress increase with decreasing temperatures. The 

dilemma here is that as temperatures are reduced, the 

martensite is surely becoming more stable with reo 

spect to the p phase, and thus the triggering stress 

should continue to decrease with temperature. One 

possible explanation for this unusual behavior comes 

from the W A particles. These W A particles also become 

more stable as temperature is reduced (22]. If the W A 

particles must be reverted to {J prior to the advance

ment of an a--fJ interface, we would expect decreasing 
temperatures to make the a- inducement more diffi

cult, and thus the triggering stress to increase. 

The reVl'rliOIl of a ~ to fJ Qnd the shape memory effect 

The highly oriented a~ found after deformation is 
reverted to p upon heating above A, (1 66°q, and in 

the process, the material returns to its shape prior to 

deformation. This reversion can be assumed to be an 

athermal shearing process, since the memory im

proves as the heating rate is increased (Fig. 6), and, 

more directly, because X-ray results presented in 

Table I indicated that the aM __ P reaction is more 

complete when faster heating rates are used. Further, 

the fact that the rx- phase is stabilized by slower heat

ing rates is indicative that the a ~ plates afe becoming 

leaner in Fe and V via d iffusional processes. Similar 

behavior has been observed in other systems, at 

higher temperatures (1 5]. Unfortunately, due to the 
broad, spread-out nature of the aM reflections, it was 

nOt possible to see an expansion of the rx ~ lan ice 

which would have been indicative of Fe and V de

pletions. The fJ lattice parameter was found to de

crease slightly, but this could simply be reflective of 

Ft and V enrichment from the precipita tion of w. 

In addi tion to the athermal a--. {J reaction, and 

the diffusional stabilizat ion of the rema ining rxn plates, 

there is an IDA -- WI transformation occurring in the p 
matr ix. Thus we can summarize the transformations 

occurring during the eary stages of reversion as fol
lows 

q,~ ..... fJ (athermal) 

a- -0 tr;na (isothermal) 

(UA -. W, (isothermal). 

Clearly the first two transformations compete directly 

wi th one another, wi th faster heat ing rates favoring 
the first . 

Transformation to rx and isothermal reverse memory 

The two reactions that were found to OCClIr during 

the later stages of reversion were 

. 
(lInn --« 

P+ Wr-' fJ+a 

The second react ion shown above gives rise to very 

fine, uniform IX plates, and cannot be responsible for 
the isothermal shape memory effect described in the 

previous section. The first reaction, however, could 

produce a memory effect. From Fig. 15, one can see 

that the lattice strains introduced by the a phase are 

simply an exaggeration of the strains introduced by 

the a" phase. Th lls whatever strains are stored in the 

Il l/ reverted diffuslonaily stabilized ti,H, are exaggerated 

whell the IXH structure is trallsformed 11110 a. In prin. 

ciple, one could even imagine a reverse memory effect 

returning a shape beyond that of the original defor
mation. 

T ht observat ion that slower heating rates yield 

larger reverse memory effects supports the above pro

posal, since the slower heating rates transformed less 

of the IX ~ back to fJ athermally, and left more a ~ •• ~ 
plates behind to transform to a. Similarly, the low 

strain levels, which tend to revert quite completely to 

p, produced the lowest reverse memory (Fig. 11). The 

highest strain levels of Fig. 11 are associated wit h 

extensive d islocation movement, and would therefore 

not be expected to produce either a memory effect or 
a reverse memory effect. 

The reversion of a back 10 fJ 

As the p-transus temperature (800"C) is 
approached, the a phase: begins to dissolve, and thus 

all strains stored in the selective a plate variants are 

lost. Thus a third shape change is expected. This last 

shape change should be largely athermal, since the 

equilibrium alP volume fractions are quite quick ly 

established at thest high temperatures. What was 

found (Fig. J 3). however. was not a simple. monotonic 

shape recovery. A dip in the strain- temperature ClJrve 

was observed at 5WC, followed by a continued reo 

covery of the deformed structure. The origin of these 

last shape 'adjust ments' is nOi clear. One could specu

late that the reverse memory effect has its maximum 

at 600°C. and that the dip shown 530"C was due to a 

dislocation recovery process. This speculation would 

reflect, however, simply the most plausible of several 

implausible explanations, su pported only by the ob

servation that the rx and P peaks became notably 
sharper between the two maximums. 

SUMMARY 

The rormation and reversion behaviors of stress 

induced orthorhombic martensite has been studied in 

Ti- lOV- 2Fe-3AI. and can be summarized as follows: 
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P + UlA-- «" 
(stress assisted) 

«---P 
(athermal) 

:x" -117 ••• 
((lA -WI 

(isothermal) 

«;'. •• _11 
P + Ul, __ P +« 

(isothermal) 

(The slarting microstructure. The 

':J." martensite being found only in 

poorly prepared specimens, and 

occasionally in unusually 'lean' 
heats.) 

(Triggered by stresses of 220 MPa 
or higher, with the 'induced' mar

tensite structure 'storing' up to 5% 
deformation through the forma

tion of preferred orientations.) 

(Reshearing of a: back to the orig

inal P orientations, resulting in a 
100";' one-way recovery of strains 

as high as 3% The austenization 

temperatures were found to be 

A, = 166°C and A, '" 240°C.) 

(Two isothermal reactions taking 

place at very low temperatures, the 

first of which hinders the athcrmal 
(1.w __ P reaction by stabilizing -f. 

presumably via depletion of Fe 
and V,) 

(Two isothermal reactions which 

are essentially continuations of the 

previous reactions. both producing 

'Burger's' I%. The first reaction was 

fou nd to produce a revef"$e shape 

memory effect, due to the increas

ing lall ice strains associated with 

the continuous transformation 

from P to «- to 1%.) 

(The reversion of « back to P as 
the 800°C p.transus temperature is 

approached. This react ion was 

also accompanied by a 'shape 

memory effect ', due to the rever· 

sion of the preferred II orienta· 
tions.) 

Several different investigative methods were employed 
during this study- in several instances, only in a cur

sory fashion, There are several quest ions which have 

not been satisfactorily addressed, such as: why is the 

«. phase stabilized by slow heating rates? What hap

pens to the W A particles as the II--P interface 

advances? What is the imernal structure of the a
plates? What causes the final shape 'adjustments' as 

the p-transu! temperature is approached. Clearly 

some detailed EOX-STEM work coupled with some 

more quantitative diffraction textural measurements 

would be useful in answering some of these questions. 
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